About The Book

Cloned Ejuice is a D.I.Y. ejuice bible with information on all aspects of D.I.Y. From supplies to cloned flavors and links for further reading.

Cloned Ejuice is a relatively new phenomenon in the world of flavorings, a field dominated mainly by cooking products and beverages.

Cloned Ejuice was created as a means to not only supplement the cost of using ejuice, but also to assist with creating a marketable and profitable business for many amateur and professional flavorists.

Cloned Ejuice is a complete guide that gives you a better understanding of how to accurately create or emulate any flavor you can imagine.
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WHY D.I.Y.?
**PROS**

Save Money!
Know What's In Your EJuice
Make The Flavor You Want
Sell Your EJuice Commercially
Fun Hobby/ Pass Time

**CONS**

Handle Hazardous Materials
Upfront Cost To Start
Learning Curve
Time Requires Patience
D.I.Y. Supplies
Consumables

- **Nicotine Base (Base)** - This can be ordered in a PG base, VG base or a combination thereof. While a PG base is easier to work with, I recommend a VG base. Always order your nicotine solution in a higher concentration (mg / ml) than your end goal juice as this saves the most money.

- **Propylene Glycol (PG)** - Propylene glycol, also called 1,2-propanediol or propane-1,2-diol, is an organic compound (a diol or double alcohol) with formula C3H8O2. It acts as a flavor carrier and is a colorless, clear, viscous liquid with a faintly sweet taste.

- **Vegetable Glycerin (VG)** - Glycerol (or glycerine, glycerin) is a simple polyol (sugar alcohol) compound used to make ejuice thicker and increase clouds. Glycerol is sweet tasting and non-toxic, it is widely used in pharmaceutical formulations.

- **Flavors** - Lot of choices (skip to “The Abreviations”)

Mixing by Volume

- **Syringes** – I recommend a set of glass syringes as they can be cleaned, reused and do not crack from acidic flavorings. Plastic syringes will work if glass is not an option. Get one of each - 1mL, 5mL, 10mL/20mL. The smaller two should be luer-lock.

- **Blunt Tip Needles** – 14 gauge or 16 gauge is best.

Mixing by Weight

- **Scale** – There are many scales to choose from. You will need a scale that weighs down to 0.01 grams, with at least a 500 gram limit or more. The scale should not have an auto-shut off feature, this is important.

- **Pipettes** – These are mainly needed for bottles with no dropper tops.

Other Necessities

- **Bottles** - You will use a lot of bottles, buy them in bulk. I'd recommend starting with 30mL bottles as these are the most commonly requested.

- **Nitrile Gloves** - Basic safety essential for handling hazardous material; protects from spills.

- **Labeling System** - As simple as a piece of paper you write on and then tape over, alternatively you can get professional labels/ stickers printed for your bottles

- **Record Keeping** – Always store your recipes.

- **Paper Towels** – You will need lots of these.
The Abbreviations
The Perfumers Apprentice (TPA)
Capella Flavor Drops (CAP)
LorAnn Flavoring (LA)
Seedman's Flavoring (SDM)
Flavor West (FW)
Nature's Flavors (NF)
Flavour Art (FA)
My Freedom Smokes (MFS)
Jungle Flavors (JUN)
Juice Factory (JF)
Revolute (RV)
Hangsen (HS)
Inawera (INW)
Tasty Puff (TP)
Mom & Pop (MP)
Vapour Mountain (VM)
Mount Baker Vapor (MBV)
Saveurs De Vap (SV)
Flavors Express (FE / ECX)
Tobacco Express (TE / ECX)
DIY Flavorshack (DIY)
DIY & Vap (DAV)
UK Flavours (UKF)
Secret Ingredients

(A-Z by Name)
AAA Magic Mask (MM) - adds mouthfeel, while reducing acid perception without modifying pH.

Acetyl Pyrazine (AP) - Diluted to 5-10% in PG - imparts a nutty/baked/bready flavor. Typically used to enhance tobacco flavors or bakery mixes.

Aldehyde – L-14 Peach - Diluted to 1% in PG - Use at 0.5-1%. Be extremely careful with undiluted solution. Adds a very dry peachy note.

Apple Cider Vinegar/ White Vinegar (ACV) - Increases acidity, which helps some flavors to pop. Usually used in tobacco mixes, whereas lemon juice is used in fruity mixes.

Bitter Wizard (BW) - Imparts bitterness, removes sweetness, adds dryness. Usually used in tobacco mixes, but can be useful for more.

Caryophyllene Oxide - Diluted to 1% in PG – Use at 0.5-1% - Adds a woody notes to tobaccos and mixes well with some fruits.

Ethyl Maltol (EM) - Diluted to 10% in PG - EM is also known as Cotton Candy. Often referred to as a sweetener. At low percentages it adds body, moisture, and reduces the intensity of sharp notes.

Ethyl Vanillin (Vanillin) - Diluted to 10% in PG - Ethyl Vanillin is a sweetener too, it also adds a vanilla-note in your mixes.

Koolada - Diluted to 10% in PG - Koolada adds that cooling effect of menthol but without the flavor.

Vape Wizard (MTS) - Mellow, Thick, Smooth assists in making vapor thicker and adding body and depth.

Lemon Juice - Increases acidity. Used to enhance fruity flavors and give it "that something extra".

Malic Acid - Diluted to 20% in PG – Typically mixed in a solution between 10-20%. Adds a sour effect to ejuice.

Citric Acid - Diluted to 10% in PG – Typically mixed in a solution between 10-20%. Adds a sour effect to ejuice.

Malic + Citric Acid - Usually called "Tart & Sour", is used to make fruit flavors "pop"

Menthol - Diluted to 10% in PG - Comes in crystal form, adds a cool mint to the ejuice.

Pure Grain Alcohol (PGA) - (Everclear/151 Rum/Vodka - high proof) 1-2 drops per 5 ml adds throat hit.

Saline - Saline, or saline solution, is medical grade distilled water with salt (NaCL). It’s typically used in tobacco or bakery flavors, and adds body and enhances flavors.

Smooth - Smooth mellows out harsh edges of flavors, softens the high notes and provides mouthfeel, while boosting the background notes.

Sweetener - Diluted to 10% in PG – Sucralose is mostly used in fruits, candy, and bakery flavors, and like EM it enhances flavors, while a bit more, like 1% and above, will add sweetness.
Other Sweeteners:

- Marshmallow (TPA) - Used like EM, for adding moistness and sweetness.
- Molasses (TPA) – Imparts sweetness.
- Brown Sugar Extra (TPA) – Imparts sweetness.
- Honey (TPA) – Imparts sweetness.

Trimethyl Pyrazine - Usually in a 10% solution, trimethyl pyrazine is good for tobacco mixes. Taste notes attributed: Nutty, musty, cocoa, drying, peanut-like a raw coffee.
D.I.Y. RECIPES

(A-Z by Name)
>>> by Music City Vape Sauce
2.2% Berry Crunch (TPA)
8% Fruit Circles (TPA)
2% Dairy Milk (TPA)
3% Sweet Cream (TPA)
3% Dbl Extra Bavarian Cream (TPA)
1% Sweetener

710 by Mad Murdock's
7.5 % Milk Chocolate (TPA)
2.5 % Chocolate Tobacco (TPA)
3.5 % Amaretto (TPA)
3.5 % Butterscotch (TPA)
0.5 % Absinthe (TPA)
2.5 % Banana Cream (TPA)
8-Ball by Grimm Creations
3% Banana Ripe (TPA)
3% Caramel Original (TPA)
2% Espresso (FA)
3% Sweet Cream (TPA)

Absolute Pin by Five Pawns
0.33% Clémentine (SV)
6% Cinnamon Danish Swirl (CA)
4% Caramel Original (TPA)
0.3% Absinthe (SV)
0.5% AP
1% EM
**Absolute Pin V2** by Five Pawns
12% Irish Cream (TPA)
8% Caramel Original (TPA)
4% Absinthe (TPA)
2% Cinnamon Spice (TPA)

**Alien Blood** by Tasty Vapor
6% Strawberry Ripe (TPA)
0.5% Coconut (TPA)
0.5% Dragon Fruit (TPA)
0.5% Cherry Extract (TPA)
2% Custard (FA)
0.5% Jackfruit (TPA)
0.5% Sweetener
Ambrosia by Elysian ELixirs
12% Cinnamon Danish Swirl v2 (CAP)
2% Vanilla Cupcake (TPA)
1% Sweetener

Andromeda by Space Jam
7.5% Blueberry Extra (TPA)
3% Pomegranate (TPA)
4% Vanillin (TPA)
1.5% Acai (TPA)
Antidote by Bamskilicious
12.5% Watermelon (75/25 TFA / LA)
9% Apple (75/25 TFA / LA)
2% Bubblegum (TPA)
1% Ripe banana (TPA)
1% Spearmint (LA)

Anti-lag by Boosted E Juice
5% Watermelon (TPA)
3% Strawberry Ripe (TPA)
4% Blueberry Extra (TPA)
1.5% Whipped Cream or Bavarian Cream or Sweet Cream (TPA)
1% Graham Cracker Clear (TPA)
**Anti-lag V2** by Boosted
5% Blueberry Extra (TPA)
2% Graham Cracker Clear (TPA)
4% Ripe Strawberry (TPA)
1.5% Sweet Cream (CAP)
6% Watermelon (CAP)
1.5% Whipped Cream (TPA)

**Aphrodites Affair** by Zeus EJuice
10% Sweet Cream (TPA)
6% Strawberry (FA)
4% Bilberry (FA)
2% Double Chocolate Dark (TPA)
Apple Cinnana by Fuzion Vapor
8% Banana Cream (TPA)
8% Strawberry Ripe (TPA)
6% Apple (TPA)
0.5% Ripe Banana (TPA)
0.5% Cinnamon Red Hot (TPA)

Apple Sauce Chimp Blood by Vapesmith
6% Mango (TPA)
4% Pineapple (TPA)
2% Cinnamon Spice (TPA)
2% Ripe Banana (TPA)
**A Real Nightmare** by Bombies
4.5% Dutch Chocolate Mint (CAP)
2.5% Mint Chocolate Chip (LA)
2% Cookie (FA)
3% Graham Cracker (TPA)
2.5% Mild Black (TPA)
1.5% Root Beer (CAP)
2% Double Chocolate Dark (TPA)
0.5% Coffee (TPA)
0.5% Espresso (TPA)
2 drops per 10mL Smooth (TPA)

**Artemis** by Elysian Elixers
7% Ripe Strawberry (TPA)
3.5% Lychee (FA)
2% Honeysuckle (TPA)
0.5% Pear (FA)
Athena by Cyclops Vapor
8% Double Apple (CAP)
5% Green Apple (CAP)
1% Grape (CAP)

Atomic Cinnacide by Tasty Vapor
0.5% Banana (CAP)
2% Bavarian Cream (TPA)
8-12% Cinnamon Red Hot (TPA)
1% Pie Crust (TPA)
4% Vanilla Swirl (TPA)
**Bahama Mama** by Mr. Good Vape
0.5% Coconut Candy (TPA)
2% Graham Cracker Clear (TPA)
6% Ripe Banana (TPA)
1% Sweetener
1% Vanillin

**Bananaberry Milkshake** by Vapor Trails NW
10% Banana Cream (TPA)
8% Strawberry ripe (TPA)
3% Sweet Cream (TPA)
1% Dairy Milk (TPA)
**Bear Claw by Northern Lights**
6.5% Cinnamon Danish (TPA)
1.5% Cream Cheese Icing (TPA)
2% Sweet Cream (TPA)
1% Toasted Almond (TPA)

**Beard #64 by Beard Vape Co**
10% Blue Raspberry Cotton Candy (CAP)
5% Hibiscus (CAP)
**Beard #32 by Beard Vape Co**
1% Banana Nut Bread (TPA)
5% Bavarian Cream (FW)
2% Brown Sugar Extra (TPA)
7% Cinnamon Churro (FW)
7% Cinnamon Roll (FW)

**Beard #5 by Beard Vape Co**
4% Cheesecake Graham Crust (TPA)
5% Malted Milk (TPA)
6% New York Cheesecake (CAP)
12% Sweet Strawberry (CAP)
6% Vanilla Custard v1 (CAP)
**Beard #5 V2** by Beard Vape Co
4% Cheesecake Graham Crust (TPA)
4% Cheesecake (FW)
5% Malted Milk (TPA)
12% Sweet Strawberry (TPA)
6% Vanilla Custard (TPA)

**Belgian Cocoa** by Halo
5% Cocoa (FA)
3% Chocolate (FA)
0.75% Dark Vapure (FA)
2% EM
Betelgeuse by Nicoticket
6% Sweet Strawberry (CAP)
5% Golden Pineapple (CAP)
5% Raspberry (CAP)
3% Sweet Mango (CAP)
0.5% Sweetener

Black Mamba by Pink Spot Vapor
12% Black Cherry (TPA)
2% Vanillin (TPA)
3% Rock Sugar (HS)
0.1% MM
**Black Out City** by Bombies
2% Pink Lemonade (FW)
2% BlackBerry (LA)
1% Blueberry (TPA)
1% Pineapple (LA)
0.7% Dragon Fruit (FW)
0.7% Absinthe (FW)
0.5% Menthol
1% Sweetener

**Black Out City V2** by Bombies
5% Blackberry Mojito (FW)
2% Blueberry Extra (TPA)
1% Blueberry Wild (TPA)
1% Blueberry (FW)
0.5% Bilberry (FA)
2% Italian Lemon Sicily (CAP)
4 drops of Koolada per 10mL
**Black Pompom** by The Vapor Chef
12% Pomegranate (TPA)
9% Black Currant (TPA)
3% Lemon (TPA)
2% Sweetener

**Black Raft** by Alfaliquid
8% Rhum (RV)
7.5% French Vanilla (CAP)
5.25% Salted Caramel (FW)
4.25% Frangipane (RV)
Blue Ballz by The Steam Factory
10% Blueberry Wild (TPA)
1% Banana Cream (TPA)
2 drops of EM per 10ml
2 drops of Sweetener per 10ml

Blueberry Muffin by Heather's Heavenly Vapes
7% Blueberry (FW)
3% Cookie (FA)
1.5% Bavarian Cream (TPA)
1.5% Cinnamon Ceylon (FA)
0.25% Cinnamon Red Hot (TPA)
**Blue Hawaiian** by Gremlin Juice
8.4% Hypno (TPA)
5% Jamaican Rum (FW)
2.2% Mango (FW)
2.2% Orange Cream (CAP)
2% Golden Pineapple (CAP)
1% Sweetener

**Blue Moo** by Mt Baker Vapor
4% Blueberry wild (TPA)
2.5% Hazelnut v2 (CAP)
2.5% Toasted Almond (TPA)
6% Vanilla Custard v2 (CAP)
3% French Vanilla (CAP)
**Blue Voodoo** by Mister ELiquid
10% Juicy Peach (TPA)
5% Sweet Raspberry (TPA)
5% Sweetener

**Boba's Bounty** by Alien Vision Ejuice
4% Black Cigar (HS)
4% Tuscan Reserve (ECX)
4% Almond Amaretto (TPA)
4% Graham Cracker (TPA)
1% Coconut ( TFA )
1% Cinnamon ( FA )
1% TA (MFS)
2 drops per mL ACV
Bombies by Black Out City
5% Blackberry Mojito (FW)
2% Blueberry Extra (TPA)
1% Blueberry Wild (TPA)
1% Blueberry (FW)
0.5% Bilberry (FA)
2% Cap Italian Lemon Sicily (CAP)
0.5% Koolada

Boosted by Boosted Ejuice
4% Dairy Milk (TPA)
5% Vanilla Cupcake (TPA)
7% Ripe Strawberry (TPA)
**Boss Reserve** by Cuttwood
3.3% Graham Cracker Clear (TPA)
3.3% Caramel Original (TPA)
3% Captain Crunch (FW)
3.3% Peanut Butter (TPA)
2% Vanilla Swirl (TPA)
4% Vanilla Custard (TPA)
10% Banana Cream (TPA)
1% EM

**Bound** By The Crown by King's Crown
5% Apricot (CAP)
10% Vanilla Custard v1 (CAP)
**Bowden's Mate** by Five Pawns
8% Peppermint (TPA)
6% French Vanilla (TPA)
4% Vanilla Swirl (TPA)
4% Double Chocolate (TPA)
2% Koolada

**Brett's Breakfast Blend** by Gremlin Juice
12% Belgian Waffle (TPA)
8% Vanilla Bean Ice Cream (TPA)
0.25% Chai Tea (TPA)
1% RY4 (TPA)
**Brewnana Breakfast Blend Nº123** by Brewell Vapery

5% Banana Cream (TPA)
0.8% Brown Sugar (TPA)
1% Yellow Cake (FW)
2% Caramel (FA)
0.5% Fresh Cream (FA)
1.3% Graham Cracker Clear (TPA)
1% Hazelnut (FW)
2% Meringue (FA)
1% EM

**Burst!** by Flavor Suite

8% Strawberry (TPA)
6% Watermelon (TPA)
4% Vanilla Swirl (TPA)

Sour 1 drop per 10ml
Campfire by Velvet Cloud Vapor
8% Dark Chocolate Clear (TPA)
8% Marshmellow (TPA)
4% Graham Cracker Clear (TPA)

Captain Jack by Halo
8% Tobacco Absolute Virginia (INA)
1% Vanilla Pipe (INA)
2.64% Black Tobacco (TPA)
1.32% Vanille Bourbon (TPA)
2.64% Miel (INA)
**Carnage** by Phillip Rocke ANML
6% Red Licorice (TPA)
4% Swedish Gummy (TPA)
1.5% Strawberry (FA)

**Castle Long V1** by Five Pawns
2.5% Kentucky Bourbon (TPA)
1.5% Coconut Extra (TPA)
1.5% Toasted Almond (TPA)
1% Bourbon Vanilla (TPA)
1% Brown Sugar Extra (TPA)
1.5% AP
1% Vanillin
**Castle Long V2** by Five Pawns
2% Vanilla Bourbon (FA)
0.5% Brown Sugar (TPA)
3% Coconut Extra (TPA)
6% Kentucky Bourbon (TPA)
0.5% Oak Wood (FA)
3% Toasted Almond (TPA)
2% Vanillin
2% AP

**Castle Long V3** by Five Pawns
8% Coconut Extra (TPA)
6% Roasted Almond (TPA)
4% Brown Sugar (TPA)
2% Vanilla Swirl (TPA)
2% French Vanilla (TPA)
2% Kentucky Bourbon (TPA)
2% Red Oak (TPA)
1% Cherry Blossum (TPA)
**Catherine The Grape** by Velvet Cloud Vapor
3% Blackcurrant (FA)
2% Grape Concord (FA)

**Cereal Killa V1** by 9 South Vapes
2% Hazelnut (FA)
3% Lemon (ECX)
1% Orange (FA)
1% Sweet Tangerine (FA)
1.5% Bergamot (FA)
2% Meringue (FA)
2% Yellow Cake (FA)
1% Sweetener
Cereal Killa V2 by 9 South Vapes
1.5% Bergamot (FA)
2% Yellow Cake (FW)
2% Hazelnut (FW)
3% Lemon (ECX)
0.5% Lemon Meringue Pie (CAP)
2% Meringue (FA)
1% Orange (FA)
1% Sweet Tangerine (CAP)
1% Sweetener

Cereal Milk by Kilo
7% Fruit Circles (TPA)
3% Fresh Cream (FA)
2.5% Berry Crunch (TPA)
2% Bavarian Cream (TPA)
2% Marshmallow (TPA)
1.5% Sweet Cream (TPA)
**Cereal Milk V2** by KILO

2% Meringue (FA)  
0.5% Fresh Cream (FA)  
2% Caramel (FA)  
1% Yellow Cake (FW)  
1% Hazelnut (FW)  
1% Banana Cream (TPA)  
3% Strawberry Ripe (TPA)  
0.75% Brown Sugar Extra (TPA)  
1.25% Graham Cracker Clear (TPA)  
1.5% AP  
1% EM  
(Fruit Loop Milk)  
1% Lemon Meringue Pie (CAP)  
(Crunch Berry Milk)  
1.5% Berry Crunch (TPA)  
0.5% Biscuit (INW)

**Chai Town** by Drakes Vapes

5% Chai Tea (CAP)  
1% Cola (TPA)  
0.5% Clove (TPA)  
0.5% Ginger(TPA)  
1.5% Vanilla Custard v2 (CAP)  
1.5% French Vanilla (CAP)  
1.5% Brown Sugar (TPA)
**Chronos** by Omega Vape
3% Butterscotch (FA)
2% Chocolate (FA)
3% Madagascar Vanilla Classic (FA)
5% Marshmallow (FA)
2% Meringue (FA)

**Church** by Cosmic Fog
4% Banana Cream (TPA)
2.5% Double Chocolate (CAP)
5% Strawberry Ripe (TPA)
5% Vanilla Bean Ice Cream (FW)
1% Vienna Cream (FA)
**Ciggy Marley** by Vapor Trails NW

7% Banana Cream (TPA)
2% Coconut (CAP)
1% Ripe Banana (TPA)
2 drops per 10 ml M-Type (FA)
(Aged and diluted to 1% in PG)
8 drops per 10 ml TA
(Aged and diluted to 1% in PG)

**Claim Your Throne** by King's Crown

12% Butterscotch (TPA)
6% Sweet Cream (TPA)
4% Vanilla Custard (TPA)
3% Brown Sugar (TPA)
**Cloud Status** by 9 South Vapes
5% Silly Rabbit (TPA)
1% Meringue (FA)
0.5% Fresh Cream (FA)
0.5% Brown Sugar Extra (TPA)
1% Yellow cake (FW)
2% Vanilla Custard (CAP)
1 drop of MTS per 15mL

**Cluster Fluck** by Boss Sauce
10% Vanilla Custard (TPA)
3% Bavarian Cream (TPA)
2% Marshmallow (TPA)
2% Whipped Cream (TPA)
.5% Coconut (TPA)
**Cookie Dust** by VaporKick
8% Cinnamon Danish (TPA)
6% Cinnamon Sugar Cookie (TPA)
2% Vanilla Tahity (FA)
2% Sweet Cream (TPA)
1% Toasted Almond (TPA)

**COV4** by Clouds Of Vapor
8% Double RY4 (TPA)
2% Bavarian Cream (TPA)
5% Butterscotch (TPA)
2% Caramel Original (TPA)
1% Vanilla Bourbon (TPA)
1% Peanut (FA)
1% Brown Sugar (TPA)
Creme Brulee by Jimmy The Juiceman
10% Banana (MBV)
8% Caramel Candy (MBV)
6% Vanilla Custard (MBV)
2 drops of EM per 10mL

Creme Brulee V2 by Jimmy The Juiceman
5% Banana Cream (TPA)
10% Dulce de Leche (FW)
3% Marshmallow (TPA)
3% Pie Crust (TPA)
4% Vanilla Bean Ice Cream (TPA)
1% EM
**Crunch** by Breakfast At Teleos

8% Berry Crunch (TPA)  
7% Vanilla Custard (TPA)  
0.5% Brown Sugar Extra (TPA)  
2.5% Sweet Cream (TPA)  
1.5% Dairy Milk (TPA)  
1% Marshmallow (TPA)

**Custard** by Alternate

8% Vanilla Custard v2 (CAP)  
4% French Vanilla v2 (CAP)  
4% Cake Batter (CAP)  
1.5% Butter (CAP)  
1% Vanillin  
1% EM
**Custard V2** by Alternate

6% Vanilla Custard v2 (CAP)
3% French Vanilla v2 (CAP)
3% Cake Batter (CAP)
1.5% Butter (CAP)
1.5% Butterscotch (TPA)
1% Dulce De Leche (TPA)
1% Vanillin
0.5% EM
0.5% Sweetener

**Custards Last Stand** by Nicoticket

12% Vanilla Custard (CAP)
5% French Vanilla (CAP)
0.6% Bavarian Cream (TPA)
0.4% Sweet Cream (TPA)
0.4% Malted Milk (TPA)
0.2% Graham Cracker (TPA)
0.2% Holy Vanilla (DIY)
0.2% Yellow Cake (FW)
1% Cinnamon Sugar Cookie (TPA)
0.5% Orange Cream (TPA)
0.5% New York Cheesecake (CAP)
**Dabble Dooyah** by Mr. Good Vape
1% Apple Pie (FA)
1% Walnut (FA)
0.5% Nut Mix (FA)
0.5% Maple Syrup (FA)
0.5% Irish Cream (FA)
0.5% Brandy (FA)
0.5% Cinnamon Ceylon (FA)
0.5% Brown Sugar Extra (TPA)

**Daybreak** by Nicquid
2% Vanilla Custard (TPA)
2% Turkish Tobacco (TPA)
2% Tobacco (TPA)
2% Toasted Almond (TPA)
3% RY4 Type (TPA)
3% Hazelnut (TPA)
1.5% French Vanilla (TPA)
1.25% Espresso (TPA)
4% Double Chocolate Dark (TPA)
3% Bavarian Cream (TPA)
**Daybreak V2** by Nicquid
2% Bavarian Cream (LA)
3% Double Chocolate Dark (TPA)
1% Espresso (TPA)
1% French Vanilla (TPA)
2% Hazelnut (TPA)
2% RY4 Type (TPA)
3% Toasted Almond (TPA)
2% Tobacco (TPA)
2% Turkish Type (TPA)
2% Vanilla Custard (TPA)

**Deadly Sin** by Good Life Vapor
5% Yellow Cake (YW)
5% Cinnamon Danish Swirl (CAP)
10% RY4 Double (TPA)
3% Butterscotch (FW)
3% Graham Cracker (CAP)
Sweetener
**Deadly Sin V2** by Good Life Vapor
6% RY4 Double (TPA)
6% Butterscotch (FW)
6% Cinnamon Danish Swirl (Cap)
1.75% Sweetener

**Derailed** by Suicide Bunny
10% Graham Cracker (FW)
6% Cinnamon Sugar Cookie (TPA)
2% Banana Cream (MP)
**Derailed V2** by Suicide Bunny
15% Sugar Cookie (FA)
5% Banana (CAP)
2% Cinnamon Danish (CAP)

**Digby’s** by Dr. Jekyll
6% Absinthe (DV)
0.3% French Vanilla (TPA)
0.8% Peppermint (TPA)
2-3% Sweetener
**Dolomite** by Tally Ho Vapor Tonic
5.5% Vanilla Custard (CAP)
1% Vanilla Bourbon (FA)
0.5% Caramel (CAP)
4% Strawberry (LA)
2% Vanilla Classic (FA)

**Dragon’s Blood** by ECBlends
10% Dragonfruit (TPA)
4% Strawberry (TPA)
2% Bavarian Cream (TPA)
1% Sweet Cream (TPA)
3% Vanilla Swirl (TPA)
1% EM
**Dream Cream** by Charlie's Chalk Dust
1% Sweet Tangerine (CAP)
1% Hazelnut (FW)
2% Graham Cracker Clear (TPA)
12% Vanilla Custard (CAP)
1% Fresh Cream (FA)
2% Bavarian Cream (TPA)

**Dreamsickle** by Mr. Good Vape
9% Orange Cream (TPA)
4% Vanilla Swirl (TPA)
3% Vanilla Custard (TPA)
2% EM
Drunken Monkey by G2 Vapor Prime
4% Butter Rum (CAP)
2% Ripe Banana (TPA)
5% Vanilla (TPA)
4% Sweet Cream (TPA)

Eclipse by Space Jam
10% Western (TPA)
10% Vanilla Custard v1 (CAP)
5% Marshmallow (CAP)
**Eternal Love** by Ejuice2Die4
- 6% Banana Cream (TPA)
- 6% Vanilla Cupcake (FW)
- 3% Double Chocolate Dark (TPA)
- 1% Toasted Almond (TPA)

**El Kamino** by Good Life Vapor
- 5% French Pipe (TE)
- 5% Black Mile (TE)
- 5% Captain (TE)
- 2% Cinnamon Danish Swirl (CAP)
- 3% Banana (FA)
**EZ Duz It** by Ruthless
2.5% Creme de Menthe (TPA)
11% Strawberry Ripe (TPA)
4% Watermelon (TPA)
4% Watermelon Candy (TPA)
2% Koolada
0.5% Sweetener

**Factory Goose** by Quack’s Juice
12.96% Vanilla Bean Ice Cream (TPA)
2.88% Butter (TPA)
4% Vanilla (TPA)
1.6% Sweet Cream (TPA)
0.18% Black Pepper Madagascar (TPA)
0.8% Vanillin
**Fifth Rank** by Five pawns
3% Caramel Original (TPA)
3% Champagne (TPA)
4% Horehound (TPA)
1% Key Lime (TPA)
1% Smooth (TPA)
4% Sweet Cream (TPA)
1% Toasted Almond (TPA)
6% Vanilla Bean Ice Cream (TPA)
0.5% Menthol
1% Sweetener

**Fluffy Cake** by Vapor Chef
3% Bavarian Cream (TPA)
10% Cake Yellow (FW)
1% Red Velvet Cake (TPA)
0.5% EM
**Frankenvape** by The Standard
4% Kiwi (FA)
5% Marshmallow (TPA)
4% Whipped Cream (TPA)
1% Vanillin
1 drop of Citric Acid per mL

**French Toast** by Vapor Trails NW
10% Waffle (TPA)
4% Vanilla Swirl (TPA)
4% Cinnamon Danish Swirl (CAP)
**Fuse** by Time Bomb
6% Strawberry (FA)
2% Strawberry Ripe (TPA)
1.5% Watermelon (TPA)
3% Apple (TPA)

**Galaxy Grape** by Moon Mountain
20% Grape Juice (TPA)
10% Bavarian Cream (TPA)
1% EM
**Gambit V1** by Five Pawns
14% Apple Tart (TPA)
5% Apple Pie (TPA)
3% Vanilla Cream (MP)
4% French Vanilla (TPA)
2% Caramel (TPA)

**Gambit V2** by Five Pawns
4% French Vanilla (CAP)
13% Double Apple (FW)
2% Caramel Candy (FW)
**Gambit V3** by Five Pawns
13.5% Apple Pie (TPA)
5% Pie Crust (TPA)
4% French Vanilla Deluxe (TPA)
3% Whipped Cream (TPA)
2% Caramel (TPA)

**Godfather** by Faded Vapes
8% Sweet Cream (TPA)
5% Bavarian Cream (TPA)
3% Marshmallow (TPA)
3% Creamy Caramel (TPA)
0.5% Vanilla Custard (CAP)
**Gins Addiction** by Halcyon Haze
7% Absinthe (TPA)
3.5% Black Currant (TPA)
1.5% Lemon (TPA)
3.5% Koolada
1% EM

**Godfather** by Fog Boss
0.5% 4-Star General (MFS)
1% Bavarian Cream (TPA)
1% Caramel (LA)
1.5% Hazelnut (TPA)
4% Peanut Butter (TPA)
8% RY4 Double (TPA)
3% EM
0.5% MTS

Dilute 3 drops of Desert Ship (TPA) and 1 drop ACV in 2ml of PG.
Then add 3 drops per 24 ml.
Gold by Nite Lite Vapor
7.5% Bavarian Cream (TPA)
5% RY4 Double (TPA)
2.5% Caramel Candy (TPA)
1.1% Butterscotch (FA)
1% French Vanilla (TPA)

Goldilocks by Vapor Trails NW
7% Banana Cream (TPA)
5% Banana Foster (TPA)
5% Banana Nut Bread (TPA)
1% Banana Ripe (TPA)
**Gorilla Juice V1** by Alien Visions
10% RY4 Type (TPA)
6% Banana (FA)
4% Classic Vanilla (FA)
4.2% Caramel (INA)
4.2% Gingerbread (FA)
0.5% Amaretto (INA)
2 drops of distilled Vodka

**Gorilla Juice V2** by Alien Visions
5.94% Graham Cracker (FW)
5% Banana Nut Bread (FW)
1% Coconut (TPA)
0.5% Cinnamon (TPA)
1.5% RY4 Type (TPA)
1% Honey (TPA)
0.5% Vanillin
2% Sweetener
**Grandmaster V1** by Five Pawns
12% Banana Cream (LA)
4% Caramel (TPA)
2% Peanut Butter (CAP)
1% EM
0.6% AP

**Grandmaster V2** by Five Pawns
3% Caramel Original (TPA)
5% French Vanilla (TPA)
1% Hazelnut (TPA)
0.5% Ripe Banana (TPA)
0.5% AP
1% EM
**Grandmaster V3** by Five Pawns
6% Banana Cream (TPA)
6% Peanut Butter (TPA)
4% Caramel Original (TPA)
2% English Toffee (TPA)
2% Vanilla Swirl (TPA)
2% Butter (TPA)
1% Ripe Banana (TPA)

**Grand Reserve** by Phillip Rocke
2% Hazel Grove (FA)
2% Hazelnut v2 (CAP)
2% Pralines and Cream (CAP)
2% Dulce de Leche (TPA)
1% Fresh Cream (FA)
0.5% Dark Bean Coffee Espresso (FA)
0.5% Irish Cream (FA)
**Grants Vanilla Custard** by Grant
7.5% Vanilla Custard (CAP)
2% Dulche De Leche (TPA)
0.5% EM

**Grant’s Vanilla Custard v2** by Grant
15% Vanilla Custard (CAP)
5% French Vanilla (CAP)
1% Cotton Candy (TPA)
1% EM
**Gravel Pit** by CRFT
8% Yellow Peach (CAP)
6% Sweet Guava (CAP)

**Green Fairy** by Buccaneer's Juice
11% Absinthe (TPA)
1.5% Cream De Menthe (LA)
2% Orange Cream (LA)
1% Smooth Tobacco (TPA)
1.5% Tart & Sour (LA)
2.5% Brown Sugar (TPA)
2% AP
**Grumpy's Hooch** by SandSmods

1% White Rum (INA)
6% Pop Corn (CAP)
3% Chinnamon Roll (FW)
1% Strawberry (TPA)
2% Cotton Candy (INA)
2% Bonbon Caramel (TPA)
1% Cappuccino (TPA)
2% Honey (TPA)
2% Candy Apple (TPA)
2% Graham Cracker (FW)
2% Sweetener

**Guacoberry** by The Vape Juice Shop

8% Sweet Guava (CAP)
3% Sweet Strawberry (CAP)
2% Coconut Extra (TPA)
**Hard Candy** by Buckshot
10% Sweet & Tart (TPA)
1% Tart and Tangy (LA)
2% Sweetener

**Heisenberg** by Vampire Vape
2% Star Anise (TPA)
1% Apple Double (TPA)
4% Blue Raspberry (TPA)
8% Blueberry Candy (TPA)
4% Bubblegum (TPA)
1% Koolada
Hobbe's Blood by Vapor Chef
8% Strawberry (TPA)
6% Watermelon (TPA)
2% Coconut (CAP)
2% Marshmallow (TPA)
0.8% Smooth (TPA)

Hobbe's Blood V2 by Vapor Chef
6% Strawberry (TPA)
3% Watermelon (FA)
3% Watermelon (TPA)
0.9% Coconut Candy (TPA)
0.75% Dragonfruit (TPA)
0.3% Honeydew (TPA)
0.25% Smooth (TPA)
**Honey Peary V1** by The Vapor Chef
2% Honeydew Melon (CAP)
3% Honeysuckle (TPA)
6% Pear (TPA)
3% Strawberries and Cream (TPA)

**Honey Peary v2** by The Vapor Chef
6% Pear (TPA)
5% Strawberry (CAP)
3% Honeydew (TPA)
3% Apricot (TFA or LA)
**Honey Pearry v3** from The Vapor Chef
6% Pear (TPA)
5% Strawberry (CAP)
3% Honeydew (TPA)
3% Apricot (LA)

**Hype** by Alien Visions
1.3% Apricot (INW)
.6% Melon (INW)
2.6% Peach (INW)
1.3% Sweetener
**Hype V2** by Alien Visions
2% Honeydew Melon (CAP)
2% Watermelon (FA)
10% Juicy Peach (TPA)
4% Cantaloupe (FA)
1 drop of lemon juice per mL

**Inglorious Custards** by Vapor Hit
2% Dulce De Leche (FW)
1% Maple Pancake Syrup (CAP)
15% Vanilla Custard v2 (CAP)
**Jade Tiger** by Mister-E-Liquid
7% Strawberry (TPA)
4% Honeydew (TPA)
5% Pineapple (TPA)
4% Coconut (TPA)

**Jade Tiger V2** by Mister-E-Liquid
7% Strawberry (MBV)
4% Watermelon (MBV)
5% Pineapple (MBV)
4% Coconut (MBV)
**Jango** by Seduce Juice

4% Black Mile Plus (TEX)
2% Chocolate double clear (TPA)
2% Graham Cracker clear (TPA)
4% Tuscan Reserve Ultimate (FA)
2.5% Vanilla Bourbon (TPA)
1.5% Milkstone ("The Milkstone" recipe)
0.3% Apple Cider Vinegar

**Jezebel** by Seduce Juice

5% Pear (TPA)
5% Dragonfruit (TPA)
5% Cantaloupe (FW)
**Jizmoglobin** by Mt Baker Vapor
4% Blueberry Wild (TPA)
3% Blueberry Extra (TPA)
2% Sweet Cream (TPA)
4% Vanilla Cupcake (TPA)
1.5% Hazelnut (CAP)
2 drops of Sweetener per 10 ml
2 drops of MTS per 10 ml

**Karma Cream** by Mr. Good Vape
3% Bavarian Cream (TPA)
6% Cheesecake Graham Crust (TPA)
2% Graham Cracker (TPA)
2% Marshmallow (TPA)
6% Strawberry Ripe (TPA)
6% Peach & Cream (CA)
3% Sweet Cream (TPA)
2% Graham Cracker (TPA)
1% AP
1% EM
**Kentucky Applewood** by Vermillion River
5% Marshmellow (TPA)
4% Hazelnut (TPA)
3% Original Caramel (TPA)
2% Tobacco Blend (TPA)
2% Apple (LA)

**Khlorine** by Vapetrik
6% Pancake (NF)
5% Blueberry (FW)
2% Maple Syrup (FA)
5% Malted Milk (TPA)
Kiss The Ring by Bombies
6% Vanilla Custard v2 (CAP)
4% Banana Cream (LA)
1% Black Cherry (TPA)
1% Blueberry Wild (TPA)
1% Yellow Cake (FW)

Kiss The Ring V2 by Bombies
6% Vanilla Custard v1 (CAP)
4% Banana Cream (LA)
2% Dragon Fruit (TPA)
1% Blueberry Wild (TPA)
1% Custard (FA)
**Kiss The Ring V3** by Bombies
2% Banana Cream (LA)
1% Banana Cream (TPA)
1% Blueberry Extra (TPA)
2% French Vanilla (CAP)
6% Oba Oba (FA)
1% Strawberries & Cream (TPA)

**Kiss The Ring V4** by Bombies
4% Banana Cream (LA)
1% Black Cherry (TPA)
1% Blueberry Extra (TPA)
1% Marshmallow (TPA)
6% Vanilla Custard v2 (CAP)
**Kool Beans!** by Vapor Trails NW
3% Vanilla Swirl (TPA)
3% Sweet Cream (TPA)
2% Caramel Candy (TPA)
2 drops per 10ml Caramel Cappuccino (TPA)
3 drops per 10 ml Koolada

**Kringles Curse** by Halo
3% Cream De Menthe (TPA)
10% Peppermint (TPA)
5% Koolada
2% Sweetener
**Kryptonite** by Cosmic Fog
12% Watermelon (FW)
0.3% Menthol
1% Sweetener

**Kryptonite V2** by Cosmic Fog
8% Key Lime (FW)
8% Watermelon (FW)
6% Kiwi (FW)
4% Gummy Candy (FW)
1% Cucumber Mint (FW)
**Lenola Cream** by Kite In Cloud
3.5% Cheesecake (LA)
1% Strawberry (INW)
2% Coconut (FA)
3% Vanilla Custard v2 (CAP)
2.75% Vanillin

**Libra** by Twelve Vapors
6% Butterscotch (TPA)
1.5% Orange (FA)
2.5% Jamaican Rum (FA)
4% Graham Cracker Clear (TPA)
3% Bavarian Cream (TPA)
2% Vanilla Custard v2 (CAP)
Like A Sir by Not Too Shabby
4% Butterscotch (FW)
2% Caramel (TPA)
10% Vanilla Custard (TPA)
3% Vanillin
1% Sweetener

Lion by Illuminati Vapor
2% Brown Sugar (TPA)
1% Cinnamon Sugar Cookie (TPA)
4% Dairy Milk (TPA)
2% Graham Cracker Clear (TPA)
7% Hazelnut (TPA)
2% Movie Theater Butter (TPA)
2% Vanilla Custard (TPA)
**Longhorn** by Halo

2% Gold Ducat (INA)
1.% Chocolat Noir (INA)
0.5% Tiramisu (INA)
0.6% Jamaican Rum (INA)
1% DNB Flavour (INA)
0.65% Sharp Taste (INA)
0.5% Vanillin
0.5% Sweetener
0.5% MTS

Optional:
1.08% Real Rum (55°)
0.95% Benzyl Alcohol (Reinforces flavor)
Looper by Phillip Rocke ANML
2% Bavarian Cream (TPA)
2.5% Berry Crunch (TPA)
3% Fresh Cream (FA)
7% Fruit Circles (TPA)
2% Marshmallow (TPA)
1.5% Sweet Cream (TPA)

Lucina by Five Pawns
2.8% Brandy (FA)
2.4% Hazelnut (FW)
2.2% Honey Wood (FW)
3.5% Maple (LA)
5.8% Peach (FW)
**Lucina V2** by Five Pawns
5% White Peach (FA)
6% Hazelnut (TPA)
5% Jamaican Rum (FA)

**Lucina V3** by Five Pawns
2.5% Jamaican Rum (TPA)
1.5% White Peach (FA)
2.5% Hazelnut (FA)
2.5% Apple Pie (FA)
1% Brown Sugar (TPA)
0.5% Cookie (FA)
2.5% Liquid Amber (FA)
2.5% Oakwood (FA)
2.5% Dark Vapure (FA)
0.5% ACV
1% Vanillin
**Malibu by Halo**

11% Pina Colada (TPA)
6.5% Pineapple (INA)
1.5% Coconut (TPA)
2% Sweetener
1% EM
1% Vanillin
3% Koolada

**M.B.Y.C. by SicBoy**

4% Caramel (TPA)
2.5% Cheesecake (TPA)
3% Dairy Milk (TPA)
2.5% Pecan (TPA)
5% Vanilla Bean Ice Cream (TPA)
4% Vanilla Custard v2 (CAP)
3% Saline (9 grams pure sea salt in 91 grams distilled water)
**Madrina** by Suicide Bunny
4% Cantaloupe (TPA)
2% Bavarian Cream (TPA)
2% EM

**Madrina V2** by Suicide Bunny
8% Cantaloupe (TPA)
1% Jack Fruit (TPA)
4% Watermelon Candy (TPA)
2% Bavarian Cream (TPA)
6% Honeydew (TPA)
2% Sweet Cream (TPA)
**Madrina V3** by Suicide Bunny
8.25% Watermelon (TPA)
6.27% Bavarian Cream (FW)
3.3% Caramel (TPA)
2% Smooth Cream (FW)

**Mellow Melange** by Mad Murdock
6% Banana Foster (FW)
6% Graham Cracker (FW)
4% Ginger Bread (FW)
1.5% Banana Cream (FW)
1.5% Apple Pie (FW)
0.5% Marshmallow (FW)
0.5% EM
**Melon Boba** by Good Life Vapor
7% Watermelon (TPA)
3% Watermelon (LA)
3% Melon Cantaloupe (FA)
3% Honeydew (TPA)
1% Sweet Cream (TPA)
0.5% Koolada

**Milk & Honey** by Cosmic Fog
1.5% Peanut Butter (TPA)
4% Graham Cracker Clear (TPA)
1.5% Banana Cream (LA)
1.5% Marshmallow (CAP)
1% Vanilla Classic (FA)
1% Vanilla Custard v2 (CAP)
1.5% Sugar Cookie (CAP)
1% Toasted Marshmallow (TPA)
1% Butterscotch (FA)
0.7% AP
**Milk & Honey V2** by Cosmic Fog

8% Graham Cracker Clear (TPA)
3% Marshmallow (TPA)
2% Vanilla Swirl (TPA)
2% Vanilla Custard (TPA)
1.5 Peanut Butter (TPA)

**“Milkstone” (Concentrate Mix)**

25% PG
45% Bavarian Cream (TPA)
20% Coconut Extra (TPA)
10% Sweet Cream (TPA)
Mom's Pineapple Cake by EpiClouds
3% Cake Batter (CAP)
3% Graham Cracker (TPA)
2% New York Cheesecake (CAP)
2% Pineapple (TPA)
4% Vanilla Custard v1 (CAP)

Monarch by The Prince
10% Fruit Circles (TPA)
3% Lemon Meringue Pie (CAP)
**Monkey Butt by Flavors** by Joe

6.3% Molasses (TPA)
4.5% Waffle (TPA)
4.5% Butter (TPA)
1.5% Caramel (CAP)
1.3% Toasted Marshmallow (TPA)
0.8% Brown Sugar (TPA)
0.8% Graham Cracker (TPA)
0.2% Cinnamon (FW)

**Monster Melons** by Cuttwood

6% Papaya (FA)
6% Cantaloupe (TPA)
6% Mango (TPA)
3% Sweetener
**Monster Melons V2** by Cuttwood
5% Papaya (TPA)
5% Mango (TPA)
5% Cantaloupe (TPA)
2% Marshmallow (TPA)

**Moo** by Mt Baker Vapor
7% Strawberry (MBV)
6% Bavarian Cream (MBV)
7% Milk Chocolate (MBV)
3% Menthol
1% MTS
1% Sweetener
1% Sweetener
2% Koolada
**Moon Sugar** by Mr Good Vape
8% Graham Cracker (CAP)
4% Sugar Cookie (CAP)
3% Caramel (CAP)
2% EM

**Moon Sugar V2** by Mr. Good Vape
4% Cheesecake Graham Crust (TPA)
6% Sugar Cookie (CAP)
7% Cinnamon Danish Swirl (CAP)
2% Caramel Original (TPA)
1% EM
**Moon Sugar V3 by Mr. Good Vape**
7% Vanilla Custard v1 (CAP)
3% Cinnamon Danish Swirl (CAP)
1% Cinnamon Danish (TPA)
1.5% Graham Cracker Clear (TPA)
0.5% Catalan Cream (FA)

**Mothers Milk V1 by Suicide Bunny**
6.93% Vanilla Custard (CAP)
1.98% French Vanilla (MP)
5% Sweet Strawberry (CAP)
0.5% Pitaya (INA)
0.2% Orange (SV)
0.2% Pear (SV)
1% Dulce De Leche (TPA)
0.75% Malted Milk (TPA)
0.2% Sweetener
**Mothers Milk V2** by Suicide Bunny
10% Sweet Strawberry (CAP)
5% Cheese Cake (LA)
3% Bavarian Cream (LA)
3% Organic Vanilla Cream (NF)
2% Vanilla Custard (CAP)

**Mothers Milk V3** by Suicide Bunny
7% Vanilla Custard (CAP)
2% Vanilla Swirl (TPA)
5% Sweet Strawberry (CAP)
0.5% Dragonfruit (TPA)
0.2% Orange Cream (TPA)
0.2% Pear (FA)
0.5% Sweetener
**Mothers Milk V4** by Suicide Bunny
3% Sweet Cream (TPA)
3.5% Cheesecake Graham Cracker (TPA)
2% Vanilla Custard (TPA)
8.5% Ripe Strawberry (TPA)
3% Bavarian Cream (TPA)
2% Orange Cream (TPA)
2% Whipped Cream (TPA)
2% Vanilla Bean Ice Cream (TPA)
2% French Vanilla (TPA)

**Mothers Milk V5** by Suicide Bunny
12% Yellow Cake (FW)
8% Strawberry (FW)
6% Sweet Cream (FW)
3% Vanilla Custard (FW)
**Nana Cream** by Bombies
6% Banana Cream (LA)
6% Strawberry (TPA)
2% Strawberry (FA)
0.5% Pineapple (TPA)
0.5% Pear (TPA)
1% Pear (LA)

**Nana Cream V2** by Bombies
5% Banana Cream (LA)
3% Dragon Fruit (TPA)
8% Strawberry (TPA)
1 drop of Citric Acid per mL
**Nana Cream V3** by Bombies
5% Banana Cream (LA)
3% Pitaya (INA)
8% Strawberry (TPA)
0.5% Sour (TPA)

**Nana Cream** by Jackster's
6% Banana Cream (LA)
6% Strawberry (TPA)
2% Strawberry (FA)
0.5% Pineapple (TPA)
0.5% Pear (TPA)
0.5% Pear (TPA)
1% Pear (LA)
**Nana Cream** by Vapetrik

6% Pear (TPA)
5% Strawberry Ripe (TPA)
3% Banana Ripe (TPA)
0.5% Banana Cream (TPA)
1% Honey Dew (TPA)
0.5% Juicy Peach (TPA)
1% Marshmallow (TPA)
1% Sweet Cream (TPA)
1% Sour (TPA)

---

**Nanner Bear** by Grizzly Vapes

6% DK Base (TPA)
5% Banana Cream (TPA)
3% Banana Nut Bread (TPA)
1% Bananas Foster (TPA)
3% Peanut Butter (TPA)
0.3% Koolada (TPA)
0.2% Coconut Extra (TPA)
0.3% Smooth (TPA)
Nutz by Cosmic Fog
3% Sweet Strawberry (CAP)
4% Ripe Strawberry (TPA)
1% Meringue (FA)
2% Vienna Cream (FA)
2% Almond (FA)
1.5% Caramel (FA)
1% Vanilla Custard (CAP)
2% Biscuit (INA)
2 drops of MTS per 30ml

Omega by Space Jam
2% Sweet Cream (TPA)
4% Vanilla Custard v1 or v2 (CAP)
3% Toasted Marshmallow (TPA)
3% Bavarian Cream (TPA)
1% Caramel (FA)
1% White Peach (FA)
1% Custard (FA)
4% Juicy Peach (TPA)
0.67% Cheesecake Graham Crust (TPA)
0.33% Graham Cracker Clear (TPA)
**Original** by Jackster's
2% Hazelnut (FW)
2% Meringue (FA)
1.5% Bergamot (FA)
1% Orange (FA)
1% Sweet Tangerine (CAP)
3% Lemon (ECX)
2% Yellow Cake (FW)

**Original Bunny V1** by Suicide Bunny
7.5% Vanilla Custard (FW)
3.3% French Vanilla (MP)
2.64% Caramel Original (TPA)
1.98% Crème De Caramel (LA)
0.99% Dulce De Leche (FW)
0.66% Vanillin
**Original Bunny V2** by Suicide Bunny
10% Vanilla Custard (TPA)
7% Cake Batter (CAP)
4% Sweet Cream (TPA)
4% Bavarian Cream (TPA)

**Original Bunny V3** by Suicide Bunny
2% Bavarian Cream (TPA)
3.5% Cheesecake Graham Crust (TPA)
2% Sweet Cream (TPA)
5% Vanilla Custard v2 (CAP)
**Over The Rainbow** by Vaponaute
12% Melon Cantaloupe (CAP)
6% Melon (INA)
2% Melon (CAP)
4% Fig (CAP)
1% Anise (CAP)
0.75% Citron Mix (INA)
1% Koolada

**Perpetual Check** by Five Pawns
5% Cinnamon Ceylon (FA)
2% Black Currant (FA)
0.9% Fresh Fig (FA)
1.25% Lemon Sicily (FA)
0.75% Catalan Cream (FA)
0.75% Vanilla Classic (FA)
1.5% Brandy (TPA)
0.5% Sweetener
0.25% EM
**Pink Dragon** by Xbud
7.14% Fruits Circles (TPA)
5.04% Grape (TPA)
2.94% Anise (TPA)
1.26% EM
1.26% Koolada

**Pixi** by Time Bomb
10% Sweetarts (FW)
5% Grape Candy (TPA)
0.5-1.5% Malic Acid
Placid V1 by Aidenrock
5% Pear (TPA)
5% Strawberry (TPA)
4% Honey Suckle (TPA)
2% Key Lime (TPA)
0.4% Citric Acid

Placid V2 by Aidenrock
8% Pear (TPA)
4% Strawberry (TPA)
2% Honeysuckle (TPA)
2% Key Lime (TPA)
0.2% Citric Acid
**Placid V3** by Aidenrock
4% Pear (TPA)
4% Honeysuckle (TPA)
4% Strawberry (TPA)
1% Lime Tahity Cold Pressed (FA)

**Placid V4** by Aidenrock
6% Pear (INW)
6% Honeysuckle (TPA)
4% Ripe Strawberry (TPA)
1.5% Lime Tahity Cold Press (FA)
1% Limetka (INA)
2 drops of lime juice per 5ml
**Pluto by Space Jam**
9% Honeydew (TPA)
4.5% Bubblegum (TPA)
0.3% Peppermint (TPA)

**Pluto V2 by Space Jam**
8% Honeydew (TPA)
3% Pineapple (FW)
3% Cotton Candy (FW)
3% Watermelon (FW)
3% Papaya (FW)
1% Sour (TPA)
1% Sweetener
**Polar Bear** by Grizzly Vapes
6% DK Base (TPA)
5% Banana Cream (TPA)
3% Banana Nut Bread (TPA)
1% Bananas Foster (TPA)
3% Peanut Butter (TPA)
0.2% Coconut Extra (TPA)
0.3% Koolada
0.3% Smooth
1% Koolada
1% Menthol

**Poseidon** by Cyclops Vapor
2% Cantaloupe (TPA)
2% Honeydew (TPA)
2% Juicy Peach (TPA)
2% Mango (TPA)
4% Melon (LA)
3% Papaya (TPA)
2% Pear (TPA)
Queenside by Five Pawns
10% Orange Cream (TPA)
10% French Vanilla (TPA)
1% Koolada (TPA)

Radiator Fluid by Mad Murdock
20% Vapours Absinthe (DV)
4% Horehound (TPA)
2% Smooth (TPA)
1% Organic Orange (NF)
**Remember Me** by Ejuice2Die4
5% Pomegranate (TPA)
7% Sweet Tart (TPA)

**Sasquatch** by Vapor Trails NW
12% Blueberry Wild (TPA)
4% Sweet Cream (TPA)
2% Hazelnut (TPA)
**Screwberry** by The Steam Factory
10% Strawberry Ripe (TPA)
4% Champagne (TPA)
4% Cream Cheese Icing (LA)
2% Fresh Cream (FA)

**Sellers Pointe** by Charlie Noble
8% Ry4 Double (TPA)
1% Ripe Banana (TPA)
1% Cinnamon Danish Swirl (TPA)
2% Vanilla Swirl (TPA)
4% Sugar Cookie (TPA)
4% Graham Cracker (TPA)
1% Coconut Extra (TPA)
**Seven Seas** by Bombies
10% Watermelon (TPA)
5% Strawberry (TPA)
2% Raspberry Sweet (TPA)
2% Blueberry Wild (TPA)
1% Sour (TPA)
2% Koolada (TPA)

**Shocker** by Cosmic Fog
10% Strawberry Lemonade (FW)
0.3% Sour (TPA)
1% EM
1 drop of Citric Acid per 5mL
**Shurb** by Jimmy The Juice Man
8% Orange Mandarin (TPA)
3% Key Lime (TPA)
1.5% Raspberry Concentrate (INW)
2% Vanilla Swirl (TPA)
2% Whipped Cream (TPA)
5% EM

**Shurb V2** by Jimmy The Juice Man
4% Raspberry (FA)
4% Mandarin (FA)
1% Vanilla Swirl (TPA)
2% Lemon (FA)
2% Whipped Cream (TPA)
1% Marshmallow (FA)
7% EM
**Shurb V3** by Jimmy The Juiceman
2% Sugar Cookie (CAP)
1% Sweet Raspberry (TPA)
1% Fuji (FA)
1% Lime Cold Press (FA)
1% White Peach (FA)
6% Orange (FA)

**Shurb V4** by Jimmy The Juiceman
4% Raspberry (FA)
4% Mandarin (FA)
1% Vanilla Swirl (TPA)
2% Lemon (FA)
2% Whipped Cream (TPA)
1% Marshmallow (FA)
7% EM
Sir Mac by Brother's Reserve
15% Vanilla Custard (CAP)
2% Dulce De Leche (TPA)
0.5% Cinnamon Spice (TPA)
2% EM

Siren Song by Charlie Noble
2% Malted Milk (TPA)
5% Strawberries & Cream (TPA)
2% Whipped Cream (TPA)
2% White Chocolate (TPA)
**Snake Bite** by Seduce Juice
5% Green Apple Concentrate (CAP)
3% Bavarian Cream (TPA)
1% Coconut Extra (TPA)
1 drop of Citric Acid per 5mL

**Snake Oil** by Seduce Juice

3% Bavarian Cream (TPA)
1.5% Coconut Extra (TPA)
9% Pear (TPA)
Snake Oil V2 by Seduce Juice
5% Pear (TPA)
3% Bavarian Cream (TPA)
2% Coconut (TPA)

Snake Oil by TMAX Juice
3.5% Strawberry (TPA)
8.25% Anise (TPA)
1.65% Absinthe (TPA)
2.31% Citron (SV)
0.99% Vanille De Tahiti (SV)
0.66% Citron Vert (SV)
1.65% Koolada (TPA)
1.65% EM
1.65% Sweetener
Snake Venom by Seduce juice
5% Juicy Peach (TPA)
5% Bavarian Cream (TPA)
1.5% Coconut Extra (TPA)
0.5% EM
1 drop of Citric Acid per 5mL

Soho by Nicquid
16% English Toffee (TPA)
1% Nut Mix (FA)
1% Vanilla Classic (FA)
1% Dark Vapure (FA)
1% ACV or White Vinegar
**Solar Storm** by Survival Vaping
9% Honeydew (TPA)  
8% Watermelon (TPA)  
2% Strawberry (TPA)  
1% Menthol  
0.5% EM

**Spoon Licker** by ITC Vapes
2% Cake Yellow (FW)  
5% Cake Batter (CAP)  
5% Sweet Strawberry (CAP)  
2% Vanilla Custard v2 (CAP)
**Starship** by Space Jam
14% Vanilla Custard (TPA)
3% Kiwi Extra (TPA)

**Strawberry Astronaut** by Jimmy The Juiceman
10% Strawberry (TPA)
3.3% Apricot (TPA)
1% Mango (TPA)
**Strawberry Cloud Rat** by Axiom
6% Strawberry (FA)
6% Bravarian Cream (FW)
2% French Vanilla (CAP)

**Strawberry Fuzz** by Nicquid
6% Strawberry Ripe (TPA)
3% Juicy Peach (TPA)
3% Honeydew (TPA)
1% EM
**Strawberry Yogurt** by The Simple Vapor Co
1.5% French Vanilla (TPA)
1.5% Bavarian Cream (TPA)
1.5% Marshmallow (TPA)
5% Ripe Strawberry (TPA)
5% Sweet Strawberry (CAP)
5% Vanilla Custard v2 (CAP)

**Stripper Cake** by Insane ELiquids
3% Bavarian Cream (TPA)
0.2% Coconut Extra (TPA)
0.5% Dragonfruit (TPA)
1% Marshmallow (TPA)
0.2% Orange Cream (TPA)
0.2% Pear (FW)
3% Strawberries & Cream (TPA)
1% Sweet Cream (TPA)
6% Sweet Strawberry (CAP)
7% Vanilla Custard V1 (CAP)
2% Vanilla Swirl (TPA)
1% Whipped Cream (TPA)
Sucker Punch by Suicide Bunny
2% Bavarian Cream (TPA)
14% Dragonfruit (TPA)
4% Vanilla Swirl (TPA)

Sugar Bear by Cuttwood
10% Cinnamon Danish Swirl (CAP)
4% Sugar Cookie (CAP)
6% Cinnamon Roll (FW)
1% EM
**Summer Solstice** by Moon Mountain Vapor
9% Watermelon (LA)
5% Strawberry (TPA)
1% Menthol
1% Koolada

**Summer Sweet** by Velvet Cloud Vapor
6% Sweet Tea (CAP)
4% Raspberry (TPA)
3% Lemon (TPA)
1% Sour (TPA)
2% Sweetener
Sundae Fundae by Mr Good Vape
8% Caramel Candy (TPA)
6% Brown Sugar (TPA)
7% Butterscotch (TPA)
4% French Vanilla (TPA)
7% Vanilla Bean Ice Cream (TPA)
2% Toasted Almond (TPA)
0.5% EM
0.25% AP

Summer Sweet by Velvet Cloud Vapor
6% Sweet Tea (CAP)
4% Raspberry (TPA)
3% Lemon (TPA)
1% Sour (TPA)
2% Sweetener
**Sundae Fundae** by Mr. Good Vapes
8% Caramel Candy (TPA)
6% Brown Sugar (TPA)
7% Butterscotch (TPA)
4% French Vanilla (TPA)
7% Vanilla Bean Ice Cream (TPA)
2% Toasted Almond (TPA)
0.5% EM
0.25% AP

**Sugar Bear** by Cuttwood
4.8% Cinnamon Danish Swirl (CAP)
8% Cinnamon Roll (CAP)
3.2% Sugar Cookie (TPA)
1% EM
Sweet Tooth by Alpha Vapes
1.5% Bavarian Cream (TPA)
2% Cheesecake (FW)
3% Cinnamon Sugar Cookie (TPA)
5% Graham Cracker Clear (TPA)
3% Madagascar Vanilla Classic (FA)
2% Sweet Cream (TPA)
1% Sweetener

Tanjello by Jackster's
20% Sweet Tangerine (CAP)
10% Marshmallow (TPA)
0.5% Smooth (TPA)
**Tater** by The Standard
4% Strawberry (TPA)
4% Red Velvet Cupcake (TPA)
6% Sweet Cream (TPA)
2% French Vanilla (TPA)
0.5% Koolada (TPA)

**Tennessee Cured** by Johnsons Creek
1 ml “TA Mix” (MFS)
1/2 ml Caramel (TPA)
1/2 ml Madagascar Vanilla Extract (LA)
1 drop Eugenol/ Clove (TPA)
1 drop Vanilla Butter Nut (LA)

“TA Mix” is 2 drops TA + 1/4tsp EM powder + 10ml PGA or PG.
(Shake and heat the “TA mix” in the microwave for 5 seconds until completely mixed if using PG.)

This recipe makes 10ml of ejuice.
**Thalian** by Cape Fear
6.5% Dulce De Leche (TPA)
2.5% Strawberry (TPA)
2% Whipped Cream (TPA)

**The Drifter** by Vintage
12% Sweet Tangerine (CAP)
5% Vanilla Custard (UKF)
4% Sweet Cream Triple (UKF)
2% French Vanilla (TPA)
1% Brown Sugar (TPA)
1% Vanillin
**The Dude** by Alpha Vapes
8% Juicy Peach (TPA)
5% Pineapple (TPA)
2% Mango (TPA)
3% EM

**The Hatter** by The Vaping Rabbit
2% Caramel (FA)
4% Catalan Cream (FA)
4% Cheesecake Graham Crust (TPA)
4% Custard (FA)
2% Vienna Cream (FA)
**The Joker** by Vintage
2.5% Bavarian Cream (TPA)
3.5% French Vanilla (CAP)
8% Orange Mandarin (TPA)
0.8% Vanillin

**The King** by King's Crown
4.43% Vanilla Custard (CAP)
3.9% Peanut Butter (CAP)
1.67% Vanilla Cream (MP)
1.67% Bavarian Cream (FW)
1.1% French Vanilla v2 (CAP)
1.1% Dulce De Leche (FW)
0.57% Honeysuckle (CAP)
0.57% Sweetener
The Milkman by The Vaping Rabbit
3% Pie Crust (TPA)
3% Dulce De Leche (TPA)
3% Organic Strawberry (TPA)
3% Vanilla Bean Ice Cream (TPA)
3% Dairy Milk (TPA)
1% EM

The Muffin Man by One Hit Wonder

8.08% Apple Jacks (FW)
5.38% Apple Pie (CAP)
3.58% Frosted Donut (FW)
2.52% Vanilla Custard v2 (CAP)
1.35% Brown Sugar (TPA)
0.89% Cinnamon Danish (TPA)
0.67% Cheesecake Graham Crust (TPA)
2.52% Sweetener
The Prince by Monarch
10% Fruit Circles (TPA)
3% Lemon Meringue Pie (CAP)

The Raging Donut by One Step Above
14% Strawberries & Cream (TPA)
5% Glazed Donut (TPA)
1% EM
**The White Rabbit** by Alice in Vapeland
6% Blueberry Wild (TPA)
3% Lemon (TPA)
2% Graham Cracker Clear (TPA)
2% Bavarian Cream (TPA)
1% Berry Crunch (TPA)

**Thrashberry** by Gremlin Juice
7% Harvest Berry (CAP)
7% Ripe Strawberry (TPA)
3% Boysenberry (FW)
3% Toasted Marshmallow (TPA)
**Thug Juice** by Mount Baker Vapor
13% Jungle Juice (FW)

**Thug Juice V2** by Mount Baker Vapor
13% Watermelon (TPA)
8% Grape Jolly Rancher (TPA)
1% Menthol
1.5% Koolada
2% EM
1 drop of Citric Acid per 5mL
**Tigers Blood** by Zeus EJuice
1.5% Coconut Extra (TPA)
12% Strawberry (TPA)
6% Watermelon (TPA)

**TNT** by Time Bomb
9% Strawberry Ripe (TPA)
4% Juicy Peach (CAP)
7% Double Apple (CAP)
**Tortuga** by Buccaneer's Juice
10% Lemon Lime (TPA)
7% Mojito (TPA)
5% Absinthe (TPA)
3% Anise (FA)
0.5% Spearmint (TPA)
0.5% Menthol
1.5% Sweetener

**Tribeca** by Halo
12.5% Double RY4 (TPA)
2.5% Graham Cracker (TPA)
2% AP
3% EM
**Tribute** by Juicy Vapor
15% Pear (TPA)
4% Lychee (TPA)
1% Cinnamon (TPA)

**Trickz** by R&D Creations
0.3% Lemon Lime (TPA)
0.6% Cheesecake Graham Crust (TPA)
1.5% Malted Milk Extra (TPA)
5% Sweet Cream (TPA)
5% Circus Cotton Candy (TPA)
5% Strawberry (TPA)
5% Blueberry Wild (TPA)
**Tripoli by Charlie Noble**
5% Turkish (TPA)
5% Fig (TPA)
5% Natural Almond (TPA)
5% Mild Black (TPA)
5% Chocolate Caramel Nut (TPA)

**Truth Serum by Roar Vapor**
5% Pina Colada (LA)
5% Coconut (LA)
5% Marshmallow (TPA)
5% Pear (TPA)
**Twisted Java** by Halo

7% Espresso (FA)
7% Candy Cane (FW)
2% Mocha (FW)
2% Macadamia Nut (FW)
1% Caramel (CAP)
4% Tiramisu (TPA)
1% Cool Mint (CAP)

**Unicorn Blood** by Fuzion Vapor

8% Strawberry (TPA)
4% Orange Cream (TPA)
4% Juicy Peach (TPA)
2% Coconut Extra (TPA)
2% Kiwi Double (TPA)
**Unicorn Milk V1** by Cuttwood
10% Sweet Strawberry (CAP)
5% Graham Cracker (FW)
3% Sweet Cream (TPA)
3% Bavarian Cream (FW)
2% Vanilla Custard (CAP)

**Unicorn Milk V2** by Cuttwood
8% Sweet Strawberry (CAP)
3% Vanilla Custard (CAP)
3% Custard (FA)
1.5% NY Cheesecake (CAP)
1.5% Meringue (FA)
1.5% Cream Fresh (FA)
0.5% Graham Cracker (CAP)
**Unicorn Milk V3** by Cuttwood
10% Ripe Strawberry (TPA)
5% Cheesecake Graham Crust (TPA)
3% Sweet Cream (TPA)
3% Bavarian Cream (TPA)
2% Vanilla Custard (TPA)

**Unicorn Poop** by Vapor Chef
4% Ripe Strawberry (TPA)
4% Blueberry Wild (TPA)
4% Sweet Raspberry (TPA)
2% Vanilla Swirl (TPA)
2% Vanilla Bean Ice Cream (TPA)
4% French Vanilla (TPA)
**Vanilla Custard** by Gremlin Juice

12% Vanilla Custard (CAP)
5% French Vanilla (MP)
1% Bavarian Cream (FW)
0.5% Graham Cracker (FW)
0.5% Malted Milk (TPA)
0.5% Sweet Cream (TPA)

**VCT** by Ripe Vapes

1% Kent (INA)
6% Vanilla Custard (CAP)
9.6% French Vanilla (MP)
0.4% Toasted Almond (TPA)
1.8% Dairy Milk (TPA)
**Venus** by Space Jam
6% Peanut Butter (TPA)
8% Caramel Candy (FW)
4% Toasted Marshmallow (TPA)
2% Bavarian Cream (TPA)

**The Virus H1N1** by Nicoticket
3% Yuco (JF)
3% Canat (JF)
10% Caramel (TPA)
3% Hazelnut (TPA)
**VooDoo** by Halo
14% Cinnamon Sugar Cookie (TPA)
4% Blackcurrant (FA)
2% Essence TAB Blended (HS)
2% Vanilla Tahity (FA)
1% Cocoa (FA)

**Wanna Cookie** by Source Code Vapors
5% Chai Tea (TPA)
9% Graham Cracker (CAP)
**WiMallow** by Mist Vapor
10% Marshmallow (TPA)
5% Double Kiwi (TPA)
5% EM

**Wastegate** by Boosted EJuice
3.5% Cheesecake Graham Crust (TPA)
0.5% French Vanilla v2 (CAP)
3% New York Cheesecake (CAP)
5.5% Raspberry v2 (CAP)
0.5% Sweet Cream (CAP)
1.3% Sweet Strawberry (CAP)
0.5% Vanilla Cupcake v2 (CAP)
0.5% Vanilla Custard v2 (CAP)
**Yoplay Parlay** by Good Life Vapor

5% Yogurt (FA)

5% Strawberry (TPA)

5% Blueberry (TPA)

1% Graham Cracker Clear (TPA)
Order Right
Be familiar with the ejuice you are trying to clone, or flavor you wish to emulate.

Be familiar with the taste/ smell of the flavorings you are ordering. Each companies flavorings are different, I can't stress this enough.

Be familiar with complimentary additives (skip to “Secret Ingredients”) that can assist in adapting the flavor to your liking.

Get more than you will need - This is very important if you are currently selling your ejuice.

Plan out your order like you would plan out a “meal” - Think of the flavorings as ingredients, now think of the amount of each ingredient you would use to physically make, or clone the “meal” that you're tasting. Use that concept and apply it to your flavoring orders for better success rate during flavor selection for mixes.

i.e. If the “meal” is an apple with sprinkled brown sugar, you would order and use a larger amount of apple flavoring, and a lesser amount of brown sugar flavoring for your mix.
Proper Mixing
Safety First, always wear protective gear such as gloves and eye protection.

Sample all flavors individually before you start mixing if you are unfamiliar with them.

Do not use one syringe for all flavors, there is a chance of cross-contamination and unwanted flavors arising.

Properly disinfect your glass utensils by cleaning them thoroughly.

Make multiple versions of your clone ejuice, remember to keep the best recipe.

Mix more than you think you will need, this way you will never run out of stock.

If you need help with the math behind mixing, such as converting percentage to mL, try using a simple ejuice calculator. There are many online and available as apps for iPhone & Android.
Steep Better
**Time Method** – This is the simplest and many argue the best method. The flavor combinations of all ejuice changes over time even if it is not very noticeable.

- Leave the cap completely off, or unscrewed fully but covering the bottles opening for 24-72hours if the flavorings used contain any kind of alcohol.
- Shake your mix daily after the first day and leave it in a cool dark place. Get familiar with the smell and taste of your ejuice as it steeps. Over the course of a day to a week you will notice how the flavors dynamic range changes in complexity.

**Crockpot Method** – A popular method to speed steep that is readily available to most.

- Place capped bottles filled with ejuice into the crockpot, then fill the crockpot carefully with water until it reaches halfway up the bottles. Turn the crockpot on for 2-24 hours (remember to refill with water). Hot water will work in place of a crock pot but requires frequent replacement to maintain an even temperature.

**Hot Rice Method** – Another well known speed steeping method, this requires a bowl of dry rice.

- Prep the microwave for 3-5 seconds, place the capped ejuice bottles into the middle of the bowl of dry rice and place the bowl into the microwave and start it. Shake once the bottle is cool and repeat as necessary.

**Microwave Method** – Also known as nuking, this method gently heats your ejuice.

- Prep the microwave for 3-5 seconds, place in an uncapped bottle filled with ejuice and start the microwave. Upon completion, shake and repeat twice or until the bottle is warm..

Never heat bottles in the microwave for more than 5 seconds at a time.

**Ultrasonic Method** – A popular method is to put bottles of ejuice in an ultrasonic cleaner (commonly used to clean jewelry). Heated ultrasonic cleaners are available and significantly speed up the steeping process.

- Place the capped ejuice bottles into the ultrasonic cleaner and turn it on.
Pro Tips
How do I create brand awareness for my ejuice?

Brand awareness is especially important in the ejuice business. Some companies have based their entire livelihoods on a clone and brand awareness. Though brand awareness is important it is no replacement for talent and a truly great ejuice mix.

- Make a catchy name for your company.
- Make a catchy name for your ejuice(s).
- Make a catchy website with an e-commerce plugin and SEO plugin
- Join popular social platforms such as Pinterest, Instagram & Twitter and promote your products.
- High quality photos of attractive women using your ejuice converts the most unique visitors, likes and views – This may cost some money if you plan to use models.
- High quality photos of bearded men using your ejuice converts the most unique visitors, likes and views – This may cost some money if you plan to use models.
How do I market my ejuice?

There are many ways to market your ejuice. Many companies market their ejuice towards a specific niche involving their mix, others go as far as to only do one specific flavor.

**Niche Examples**
- 20/80 PG/VG (Max Cloud)
- 80/20 PG/VG (Max Flavor)
- Monthly Box (Service)

**Specific Flavor Examples**
- Swedish Fish (i.e. Sweetish Fish)
- Chips Ahoy! (i.e. Drops Ahoy!)
- Tobacco Flavors Only (i.e. Trubeco)
- Bakery Style Flavors (i.e. The Muffin Man)
How do I build hype around my ejuice?

- One of the best ways to build hype around your ejuice is to get up and get it out there.
- There can be no hype if you're the only one who has tried your ejuice.
- Offer giveaways but be responsible and always require an ID verification if you ever do a giveaway for ejuice online. I recommend only doing selective giveaways for 0mg (no nicotine) ejuice.
- Give friends or customers free samples (10mL bottles work best), ask them to recommend your ejuice to others using the free sample as incentive to buy more.
- Consistently create awesome, unique, hard to replicate flavors that have a mass appeal.
How do I get distribution for my ejuice?

- Presentation is very important in getting a large distribution deal, some distributors say it may be more important than your ejuice. You will not only need labels for your bottles, but also an impressive way of packaging your bottles for when it is shipped to the distributors office. First impressions last a lifetime.

- Once you have your ejuice mixed, bottled, steeped, labeled, and packaged professionally it may be accepted by a large distributor.

- You can try sending your ejuice un-solicited to Zamplebox (Zamplebox.com), and many other monthly ejuice services. If the presentation and marketing is there you may receive a call back.

- Taking on a large distribution deal can be a mind boggling concept, but there are services that can help in the case that it does happen; and it does happen.

- There are bottling services that will mix, bottle, label, and lab test your ejuice. It is a great option if your ejuice is accepted by a large distributor.
D.I.Y. Links
Ecig Express – Source for all things DIY
http://www.ecigexpress.com/

RTS Vapes – Source for all things DIY

The Alchemists Cupboard - Source for all things DIY (UK)
http://www.thealchemistscupboard.co.uk

Nude Nicotine – Nicotine bases & labware
http://www.nudenicotine.com/

My Freedom Smokes (MFS)
https://www.myfreedomsmokes.com/

The Perfumers Apprentice (TFA / TPA)
http://shop.perfumersapprentice.com/

Capella Flavor Drops (CAP)
http://capellaflavordrops.com/

Loranns Oils (LA)
http://www.lorannoils.com/

Seeman's Flavoring (SDM)
http://www.seedman.com/flavor.htm

Flavor West (FW)
http://flavorwest.com/

Natures Flavors (NF)
http://www.naturesflavors.com/

Flavour Art (FA)
http://www.flavourart.it/

Flavor Jungle (FJ)
https://www.flavorjungle.com/

Hangsen (HS)
http://www.hkhangsen.com/

Inawera (INA)

Tasty Puff (TP)
https://www.tastypuff.com/

Flavors Express (ECX / FE)

DIY & Vap (DAV)
http://www.diy-and-vap.fr/

UK Flavours (UKF)
https://www.ukflavours.com/
Saveurs De Vap (SV)  
http://www.saveurs-de-vap.com/

Mom & Pop (MP)  
http://momandpopvaporshop.com/concentrated-flavor/

Mount Baker Vapor (MBV)  
https://www.mtbakervapor.com/

Juice Factory (JF)  

Revolute (RV)  

Wizard Labs – Flavoring distributor  
http://wizardlabs.us/

Juice Cabin – Earn cash for your recipes  
http://www.juicecabin.com/content/6-earn-cash-with-your-e-juice-recipes

One Stop DIY Shop – DIY Recipes & supplies  
http://www.onestopdiyshop.com/pages/Recipes.html

Dot 1mL – DIY Recipes  
http://dot1ml.com/

Eliquid Recipes – DIY Recipes  
http://eliquid-recipes.co.uk/

Lord Of The Juice – DIY Recipes  
http://lordofthejuice.com/recipes

Diy.Mamms – DIY Recipes  
http://diy.mcmms.us/

E Liquid Recipes – DIY Recipes  
http://e-liquid-recipes.com/

Kritikal Mass – DIY Recipes  
http://www.kritikalmass.net/

99 Juices – DIY Recipes  
http://www.99juices.com/

Ejuice Recipe Forum – DIY Recipe Forum  
http://ejuicerecipeforum.com/ejuice/community/

/r/DIY_Ejuice – DIY Ejuice Forum  
https://www.reddit.com/r/DIY_eJuice/

Tod Muller Calc – Ejuice Calculator Online  
http://www.todmuller.com/ejuice/ejuice.php

Ejuice Breaktru – Ejuice Calculator Desktop  
http://ejuice.breaktru.com/
E Liquid Calculator – Apple & Android application

Liquid Bottles – Source for bottles
https://www.liquidbottles.com/

CLONED JUICE
http://clonedejuice.com/
About The Author

Mr. Clones is an American flavorist, freelance writer and ejuice connoisseur. After years of trial and error he mixed his way to a better understanding of the craft and decided to share his knowledge of flavors with you.